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Description

BACKGROUND

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] This disclosure relates to systems for dispens-
ing liquids from bags, in particular to a liquid dispensing
system wherein liquid is dispensed from a bag via a punc-
turing device utilizing a single spike having a plurality of
channels.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0002] Conventional domestic liquid dispensers used
primarily for providing heated or cooled water are usually
free standing devices which dispense sterilized or min-
eral water from large rigid water bottles. The rigid water
bottles have a large body portion and a narrow neck por-
tion having a mouth opening, and are coupled to a water
dispenser by inverting the bottle and positioning the
mouth of the bottle in a chamber of the water dispenser.
Air, introduced into the water bottle through the mouth,
allows water to be dispensed from the inverted bottle until
the water level in the chamber reaches the mouth of the
bottle. Since the water bottle is rigid, once the water level
in the chamber reaches the mouth of the bottle no more
air can enter the bottle, so water remaining in the inverted
bottle is retained in the bottle due to the difference be-
tween the air pressure external to the inverted bottle and
the air pressure inside the bottle.
[0003] Water is then dispensed from the chamber
through a conduit attached to a valve at the opposite end
of the chamber from the mouth of the water bottle. When
the level of water in the chamber falls below the mouth
of the water bottle, air enters the water bottle, allowing
water to flow from the bottle until the water level in the
chamber again reaches the mouth of the bottle.
[0004] Although conventional domestic water dispens-
ers are widely used, they are deficient in a number of
respects. First, water bottles used in the conventional
domestic water dispensers usually contain a large quan-
tity of sterilized water, typically on the order of about nine-
teen (19) litres (5 US gallons). A gallon of water weighs
about 3.80 kg (8.39 pounds), and thus a full five gallon
bottle weighs well in excess of eighteen (18) kg (40
pounds). Due to the weight and size of a bottle holding
that amount of water, it is often difficult to invert and prop-
erly locate the mouth of the bottle in the chamber without
spilling a quantity of the water.
[0005] Second, to prevent water from continuously
flowing from the water bottle while the water bottle is in-
verted, the water bottles used with such water dispensers
are fabricated from a thick, rigid, plastic material that can
hold a vacuum without collapsing. Such bottles are ex-
pensive and due to their cost, are usually resterilized and
reused after an initial use. Because the bottles are rigid
and enclosed, they are not collapsible or stackable, and

require a great deal of space to transport, driving up the
cost of shipping the empty water bottle back to the sup-
plier for sterilization and reuse. These costs are adsorbed
by the consumer through increased water costs.
[0006] Third, in order for the mouth of the water bottle
to be positioned in the chamber of the cooler, the water
bottles must have a neck, as described above. The pres-
ence of the neck, however, increases the difficulty in ster-
ilizing the water bottles, since the neck may limit the ability
of the sterilizing agents to reach all the interior parts of
the bottle, even when large quantities of sterilizing agents
are used. While the use of heat sterilization could over-
come this problem to some extent, it is generally not pos-
sible to use heat sterilization on plastic bottles. Although
sterilization using ultraviolet light is possible, ultraviolet
light sterilization may lead to incomplete sterilization. Par-
ticularly troublesome, once the bottle is inverted into the
fluid dispenser, the outside of the neck of the bottle can
contact the fluid, and it is very difficult to maintain this
area of the bottle sterile.
[0007] Fourth, with the necessity of sterilizing the water
bottles after each use, over time the rigid plastic water
bottles may develop cracks or holes. If such failures occur
while the water bottle is inverted in the water dispenser,
air will enter the water bottle and allow water to flow un-
controllably from the mouth of the water bottle, allowing
the chamber eventually to overflow. This water overflow
can expose the purchaser’s premises to the risk of water
damage.
[0008] One solution to the problem of potential cham-
ber overflow, and the necessity to make bottles of rigid
materials to allow for the pressure differential described
above, is to add a valve in the flow path between the
bottle and the chamber. Such a valve allows the flow of
water out of the bottle to be closed off so that the chamber
does not overflow. Such a valve can operate automati-
cally, opening and closing depending on the level of the
fluid in the chamber
[0009] A more recent development in fluid dispensing
systems has been to utilize bags rather than bottles to
transport and dispense water from an otherwise conven-
tional fluid dispensing system ("office cooler"). Such a
system is described in U.S. Patent Application Serial No.
10/940,057 to Macler, et al., for example. The Macler
application offers a device that dispenses fluid from a
disposable or recyclable bag, and thereby affords some
of the benefits associated therewith.
[0010] As described in the Macler application, howev-
er, to overcome the problem of over flowing the chamber
since a collapsible bag cannot hold a reduced pressure
headspace (as a rigid bottle does), the device described
therein uses a vent to permit and control flow between
the bag and the chamber. The vent runs parallel to the
cooler’s vertical axis, into which water flows when water
is dispensed until the water level in the vent is level with
the water level in the cooler. Such a vent straw equalizes
the pressure within the bag with the ambient pressure.
[0011] A liquid dispensing apparatus according to the
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preamble of claim 1 is disclosed in US 6 398 073 B1.

SUMMARY

[0012] The following is a summary of the invention in
order to provide a basic understanding of some aspects
of the invention. This summary is not intended to identify
key or critical elements of the invention or to delineate
the scope of the invention. The sole purpose of this sec-
tion is to present some concepts of the invention in a
simplified form as a prelude to the more detailed descrip-
tion that is presented later.
[0013] Because of these and other problems in the art,
described herein, among other things, is a spike for dis-
pensing a liquid from a bag, the spike comprising: a shaft
comprising a proximal and distal end and an elongated
body therebetween and having an outer surface; a punc-
turing tip at the distal end; a first channel internal to the
shaft, the first channel having a first fluid inlet on the punc-
turing tip through which fluid can flow through the first
channel when a bag of fluid is punctured by the punctur-
ing tip; a second channel internal to the spike, the second
channel being noncontiguous with the first channel and
having a second fluid inlet on the outer surface below the
first fluid inlet through which fluid can flow through the
second channel when a bag of fluid is punctured by the
puncturing tip; a first aperture at the proximal end allowing
fluid to flow through the first channel; a second aperture
at the proximal end further from the distal end than the
first aperture, the second aperture allowing fluid to flow
through the second channel.
[0014] In an embodiment, the spike further comprises:
a puncturing tip comprising: a generally cone-shaped
portion having a base and an opposing truncated tip, the
base being sized and shaped for attaching to the first end
of the shaft and being attached to the first end; a punc-
turing shaft having two opposing ends and an elongated
body therebetween, a first end of the two opposing ends
being sized and shaped to attach to the truncated tip and
the first end attached to the truncated tip, and a second
end of the two opposing ends being a generally cone-
shaped element sized and shaped for puncturing a col-
lapsible bag of liquid.
[0015] In an embodiment, the puncturing shaft is gen-
erally cylindrical.
[0016] In an embodiment, the puncturing shaft is gen-
erally a polygonal prism.
[0017] In an embodiment, the puncturing shaft is gen-
erally a hexagonal prism.
[0018] In an embodiment, the shaft is generally cylin-
drical.
[0019] In an embodiment, the shaft is generally a po-
lygonal prism.
[0020] In an embodiment, the shaft is generally a hex-
agonal prism.
[0021] In an embodiment, the spike further comprises:
the shaft further comprising a generally cylindrical hollow
extension having an aperture at each of two opposing

ends allowing fluid to flow through the extension, a first
end of the two opposing ends being attached to the shaft
such that the aperture in the first end generally circum-
scribes the second fluid inlet.
[0022] 10. Also described herein, among other things,
is a liquid dispensing system comprising: a dispensing
base; an enclosed chamber positioned interior to the dis-
pensing base; a support external to the dispensing base,
the support providing support for a bag containing liquid;
a single spike comprising a plurality of noncontiguous
internal channels, the single spike being situated to punc-
ture the bag containing liquid when the bag containing
liquid is supported by the support and wherein the plu-
rality of noncontiguous internal channels provide conti-
nuity of air and fluid flow between the enclosed chamber
and the bag containing liquid upon puncturing the bag
containing liquid; and, a dispensing valve connected to
the enclosed chamber allowing for dispensing liquid from
the enclosed chamber.

[0023] Also described herein, among other things, is a
method for dispensing liquid from a collapsible bag con-
taining liquid, the method comprising the steps of: pro-
viding a bag support capable of supporting a collapsible
bag containing liquid during dispensing of liquid from the
bag and having a supporting surface defining a first space
adjacent to a first side of the supporting surface and de-
fining a second space on a second side of the supporting
surface opposite the first side, the second space being
an enclosed chamber; providing a single spike compris-
ing a puncturing tip and a plurality of noncontiguous in-
ternal channels, each channel of the plurality of noncon-
tiguous internal channels having a plurality of apertures
on the exterior surface of the spike allowing fluid to flow
through the each channel, the single spike connected to
the enclosed chamber such that the puncturing tip can
puncture a collapsible bag containing liquid supported
by the bag support, and a first aperture of the plurality of
apertures of the each channel is in the second space;
supporting a collapsible bag containing liquid with the
bag support; puncturing the collapsible bag containing
liquid with the single spike such that a second aperture
of the plurality of apertures of the each channel is in the
collapsible bag containing liquid and liquid flows from the
collapsible bag into the enclosed chamber through a first
channel of the plurality of noncontiguous channels and
air flows from the second space into the collapsible bag
through a second channel of the plurality of noncontigu-
ous channels; dispensing liquid from the collapsible bag
containing liquid.
[0024] In an embodiment, the method further compris-
es the steps of: providing a dispensing valve connected
to the second space; opening the dispensing valve to
cause liquid to flow from the second space through the
dispensing valve and to cause liquid to flow from the col-
lapsible bag containing liquid into the second space; dis-
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pensing liquid from a collapsible bag containing liquid.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0025]

FIG. 1 provides a side elevation view of one embod-
iment of a multi-path single spike used with a fluid
dispensing system.
FIG. 2 provides a cross-section side view of an al-
ternative embodiment of a multi-path single spike.
FIG. 3 provides a cross-sectional view of an embod-
iment of a liquid dispensing system using an embod-
iment of a multi-path single spike.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODI-
MENT(S)

[0026] It is understood by one of ordinary skill in the
art that while this disclosure focuses on water storage
and delivery, it pertains to any liquid that needs to be
transported in bulk, kept free from contamination, and
dispensed in smaller quantities than that in which it is
transported.
[0027] In the depicted embodiment of FIG. 1, a multi-
channel single spike (101) is used in a fluid dispensing
system (100) to permit and control fluid flow in the system
(100) from a collapsible bag (123). One of ordinary skill
in the art will understand the term "fluid" as used herein
to include liquids and gases. One of ordinary skill in the
art will further understand the term "channel" as used
herein to refer to an enclosed path or passageway
through a solid and having a plurality of access points.
One of ordinary skill in the art will further understand the
terms "inlet" and "outlet" as used herein to refer to an
access path to a channel for both ingress and egress,
and to be used to describe an intended flow of fluid in
the system for purposes of clarity and understanding, but
these terms should not be understood as limiting fluid
flow to any one direction. One of ordinary skill in the art
will further understand the term "enclosure" as used here-
in to mean a solid material generally defining an interior
space within said solid, and that this term does not imply
or suggest that such interior space is completely sealed
off; indeed, an "enclosure" as used herein may have one
or more apertures or access points.
[0028] The depicted system (100) generally includes
an enclosed chamber (135), a multi-channel single spike
(101), a collapsible bag (123) containing liquid (125), and
a dispensing valve (143). The spike (101) is comprised
of a generally cylindrical shaft (103) and a disc-shaped
gasket (121) sealedly attached thereto. In an alternative
embodiment, the body of the spike may be in a shape
other than cylindrical, such as a polygonal prism. In an
embodiment, the shaft (103) is in the shape of a hexag-
onal prism.
[0029] The gasket (121) is attached to the shaft (103)
such that the center of the gasket (121) is generally col-

linear with the major axis (161) of the shaft (103), and
the major axis (161) of the shaft (103) is generally per-
pendicular to the radius of the gasket (121), and the gas-
ket (121) circumscribes the shaft (103). In an embodi-
ment, the gasket (121) and shaft (103) are monolithically
constructed. In an alternative embodiment, the gasket
(121) and shaft (103) are constructed separately and af-
fixed together through any method suitable to maintain
the mating under the pressures in the system (100), in-
cluding, without limitation through heat molding and the
use of adhesives.
[0030] The gasket (121) is generally disc-shaped or
ring-shaped and is generally sized and shaped for seal-
edly attaching the spike (101) to the chamber (135) to
establish a snug, airtight fit. In the depicted embodiment,
the gasket (121) has a radius greater than that of the
shaft (103), but an alternative embodiment, the gasket
(121) may have a radius less than or the same as that
of the shaft (103). In the depicted embodiment, the radius
of the gasket (121) is about double the radius of the shaft
(103). The configuration of the gasket (121), including
without limitation its radius and thickness, may depend
upon the size and shape of the opening (157) in the cham-
ber (135). The gasket (121) may be made from any non-
permeable material sufficiently rigid to maintain its own
shape and withstand the fluid pressure and vacuum forc-
es in the system (100), such as glass, porcelain, ceram-
ics, synthetic moldable organic solids, polymers, plastics,
rubber and the like.
[0031] In the depicted embodiment of FIG. 1, the gas-
ket (121) is attached to the chamber (135) such that the
major axis (161) is parallel to the force of gravity and the
puncturing tip (159) of the spike (101) is oriented upward
so that a collapsible bag (123) may be dropped or lowered
onto the puncturing tip (159) with the assistance of grav-
ity. The gasket (121) is sealedly attached to the chamber
(135), such as by plugging a top opening (157) in the
chamber in generally airtight fashion, or being monolith-
ically constructed with same chamber. The gasket (121)
may be attached to the chamber (135) by heat molding,
adhesive, or any other method suitable for use in con-
junction with the forces at work in the system (100). In
an embodiment, the radius of the gasket (121) is larger
than the radius of the top opening (157). In the depicted
embodiment, the gasket (121) is sized and shaped to
couple with the opening (157) in the chamber (135).
[0032] The spike (101) further includes a second, rigid
gasket (122) located generally adjacent to the gasket
(121). The diameter of the rigid gasket (122) is generally
larger than that of both the shaft (103) and of the coupling
gasket (121), such that the lower surface of the rigid gas-
ket (122) rests against or near the top of the chamber
(135) when the spike (101) has been installed in the
chamber (135). Because the diameter of the rigid gasket
(122) is generally larger than that of the opening (157)
the rigid gasket (122) provides additional airtight and wa-
tertight sealing to the system (101). The large surface
area of the rigid gasket (122) also provides a smooth and
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generally uniform surface to support the punctured (129)
portion of the bag (123), creating a "stopping distance"
for the bag (123) when lowered onto the spike (101).
[0033] The spike (101) includes a generally cylindrical
shaft (103) having a smooth surface and two opposing
ends extending generally collinearly in opposing direc-
tions from the gasket (121) such that the major axis (161)
of the shaft (103) is generally perpendicular to the gasket
(121) and the gasket (121) circumscribes the shaft (103).
When the spike (101) is installed in the chamber (135),
the upward end of the spike (101) includes a puncturing
portion (153) and the lower end of the spike (101) in-
cludes a dispensation enclosure (117) and a vent enclo-
sure (119). The length of the shaft (103) is generally suf-
ficiently long to establish a watertight seal with the bag
and to locate the inlets and outlets within the bag (123)
when the bag (123) is punctured, as described elsewhere
herein, but short enough that the shaft does not pierce
another surface of the bag (123), such as the opposite
end from the punctured point.
[0034] The puncturing portion (153) comprises a trun-
cated cone-shaped portion (131) attached to the shaft
(103) such that the base (147) of the cone-shaped portion
(131) is attached to the end of the shaft (103) distal from
the gasket (121). In the depicted embodiment, the diam-
eter of the base (147) of the cone-shaped portion (131)
is generally the same as the diameter (147) of the shaft
(103) and the cone-shaped portion (131) is attached to
the shaft (103) such that the center axis of the cone-
shaped portion (131) is generally collinear with the center
axis (161) of the shaft. The tip (145) of the cone-shaped
portion (131) is truncated generally parallel to the base
(147), having a flat, circular surface.
[0035] The spike (101) further includes a generally cy-
lindrical second shaft (133) attached to the tip (145) of
the truncated cone-shaped portion (131). The diameter
of the second shaft (133) is generally the same as the
diameter of the tip (145) of the truncated cone-shaped
portion (131), and the second shaft (133) is attached to
the tip (145) such that the center axis of the second shaft
(131) is generally collinear with the center axis of the
main shaft (103) and of the truncated cone-shaped por-
tion (131). The diameter of the second shaft (133) is less
than that of the main shaft (103).
[0036] The distal end of the second shaft (133) in-
cludes a puncturing tip (159) for puncturing a collapsible
bag (123) of liquid (125). The puncturing tip (159) of the
depicted embodiment is generally a truncated cone-
shaped element and is attached to the second shaft (133)
such that the base (145) of the puncturing tip (159) is
attached to the top of the second shaft (133). In the de-
picted embodiment, the diameter of the base (145) of the
puncturing tip (159) is generally the same as the diameter
of the second shaft (133) and the puncturing tip (159) is
attached to the second shaft (133) such that the center
axis of the puncturing tip (159) is collinear with the center
axis (161) of the shaft (103). In the depicted embodiment,
the puncturing tip (159) is generally a truncated cone-

shaped element having a narrow, flat top, but in an alter-
native embodiment, the puncturing tip (159) is pointed or
bladed. In an embodiment, the puncturing portion (153)
is monolithically constructed, such as from a single block
of material, or a single work piece. In another embodi-
ment, the puncturing portion (153) and shaft (103) are
monolithically constructed.
[0037] In the depicted embodiment, the portion of the
shaft (103) extending below the gasket (121) includes a
dispensing enclosure (117) and a venting enclosure
(119). When the spike (101) is attached to the top opening
(157) in the chamber (135), the dispensing enclosure
(117) extends further into the chamber (135) than does
the venting enclosure (119). The dispensing enclosure
(117) encloses a hollow dispensing channel (107), and
the venting enclosure (119) encloses a hollow venting
channel (105). The venting channel (105) and dispensing
channel (107) are non-contiguous with each other within
the spike (101).
[0038] The dispensing enclosure (117) and the venting
enclosure (119) are each generally in the shape of a half
cylinder mutually attached at the bases and each having
generally the same radius. In an alternative embodiment,
enclosures (117 and 119) are sized and shaped differ-
ently, including without limitation having different radii,
such as to regulate and facilitate the amount, rate, or type
of fluid that flows through each. The combination of the
dispensing enclosure (117) and venting enclosure (119)
forms a generally cylindrical shaft. The diameter of the
cylinder formed by the combination of the dispensing en-
closure (117) and the venting enclosure (119) is generally
the same as that of the main shaft (103). In an embodi-
ment, the diameter of the cylinder formed by the venting
enclosure (119) and dispensing enclosure (117) may be
larger or smaller than that of the main shaft, but generally
will be smaller than that of the gasket (121) and the rigid
gasket (122). In an embodiment, the combination of the
dispensing enclosure (117) and venting enclosure (119)
forms a generally cylindrical shaft at the gasket (121),
but one of the two enclosures (117 and 119) is longer
than the other, resulting in the generally cylindrical shaft
becoming a generally half-cylindrical shaft at the distal
end from the gasket (121). In an alternative embodiment,
the shaft (103) does not have a gasket. In a still further
embodiment, the shaft (103) includes one or more tabbed
protrusions gasket sized and shaped for coupling to
and/or interlocking with the chamber (135).
[0039] In the depicted embodiment, the venting chan-
nel (105) is a generally cylindrical passageway extending
through the spike (101) and having an air inlet (115) at
the distal end of the venting enclosure (119) through
which air (141) in the chamber (135) may enter the vent-
ing channel (105) and having an air outlet (109) above
the gasket (121) through which air in the venting channel
(105) may enter the collapsible bag (123). In the depicted
embodiment, the venting channel (105) is generally a
straight channel through the spike (101) running gener-
ally parallel to the center axis (161) of the spike (101)
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and not necessarily collinear with the center axis (161)
of the spike (101), but rather offset from the center axis
(161) of the spike (101) such that the center axis (161)
of the spike (101) is not within the venting channel (105).
[0040] In the depicted embodiment, the air outlet (109)
is an aperture in the outer surface of the truncated cone-
shaped portion (131) of the puncturing portion (153), but
in an alternative embodiment, the air outlet (109) may be
located elsewhere on a surface of the shaft (103) or punc-
turing portion (153), generally above the gasket (121). It
is preferred that the air outlet (109) be located in such a
manner as not to compromise the structural integrity of
the spike (101), and that the air outlet (109) be sized and
shaped to permit an effective amount of air to egress the
venting channel (105) at an effectively airflow rate to per-
mit and control the flow of fluids (125) in the system (100)
as elsewhere described herein.
[0041] The dispensing channel (107) is a generally cy-
lindrical passageway extending through the spike (101)
and having a liquid inlet (111) above the gasket (121)
through which liquid (125) in the bag (123) may enter the
dispensing channel (107), and having a liquid outlet (113)
at the distal end of the dispensing enclosure (117)
through which liquid in the dispensing channel (107) may
enter the chamber (135). In the depicted embodiment,
the dispensing channel (107) is a generally straight chan-
nel extending through the spike (101) to a point above
the gasket (121), at which point the dispensing channel
(107) turns at approximately a ninety degree (90°) angle
and proceeds generally away from the center axis (161)
of the spike (101) and through a fluid inlet enclosure (127)
attached to the outer surface of the shaft (103). In the
depicted embodiment, the fluid inlet (111) is an aperture
in the distal end of the fluid inlet enclosure (127) distal
from the shaft (103). The portion of the dispensing chan-
nel (107) from the liquid outlet (113) to the fluid inlet en-
closure (127) is generally a straight channel through the
spike (101) running generally parallel to the center axis
(161) of the spike (101) and generally not collinear with
the center axis (161) of the spike (101), but rather offset
from the center axis (161) of the spike (101) such that
the center axis (161) of the spike (101) is not within the
dispensing channel (105). In a still further embodiment,
channels (105 and 107) may be arranged differently. By
way of example and not limitation, channels (105 and
107) may be arranged in a V-shaped orientation.
[0042] In the depicted embodiment, the fluid inlet (111)
is an aperture in the fluid inlet enclosure (127) and the
fluid inlet enclosure (127) is located near the gasket
(121). This has the advantage of minimizing waste liquid
in the system (100). In an alternative embodiment, the
fluid inlet (111) may be located elsewhere above the gas-
ket (121), or include or use different structure not depicted
in FIG. 1. In an embodiment, the spike (101) does not
include a fluid inlet enclosure (127). For example, in the
alternative embodiment of FIG. 2, the fluid inlet (111A)
may be an aperture in the outer surface of the shaft (103),
or may be an aperture (111B) in the outer surface of the

truncated cone-shaped (131) portion of the puncturing
portion (153). It is preferred that the fluid inlet (111) be
located in such a manner as not to compromise the struc-
tural integrity of the spike (101), and that the fluid inlet
(111) be sized and shaped to permit an effective amount
of liquid to ingress the dispensing channel (107) at an
effective flow rate to permit and control the flow of fluid
in the system (101) as elsewhere described herein.
[0043] In the depicted embodiment of FIG. 1, the dis-
pensing enclosure (117) and venting enclosure (119) are
contiguous, but in an alternative embodiment, such as
the alternative embodiment of FIG. 2, the dispensing en-
closure (117) and venting enclosure (119) are non-con-
tiguous.
[0044] In an embodiment, there may be a plurality of
inlets or outlets for one or both of the channels (117 and
119). In a still further embodiment, the spike (101) may
enclose still further channels (not depicted) in addition to
channels (117 and 119). Although the channels are gen-
erally described as cylindrical, the channels are sized
and shaped to facility the flow of fluid in the system and
may have other configurations or shapes, including, with-
out limitation, polygonal prisms.
[0045] In the depicted embodiment, the bag (123) of
liquid (125) is suspended from a support (not depicted)
and dropped onto the spike (101) so that the puncturing
tip (159) punctures the outer surface of the bag (123) and
the spike (101) penetrates the bag (123). The spike (101)
need only penetrate the bag (123) such that the liquid
inlet (111) and gas outlet (109) are within the interior
space of the bag (123), though the spike will generally
penetrate the bag (123) such that the punctured portion
(129) of the bag (123) is on or near the rigid gasket (122).
[0046] In the preferred embodiment, the bag (123) is
made from a material with inherent elastic and tensile
properties. Some suitable materials are described in the
’096 patent to Macler. As the puncturing is performed,
the puncturing tip (159) creates a small hole or tear from
the outer surface to the inner surface of the bag (123).
This hole (129) is generally similarly sized and shaped
as the puncturing tip (159). In an embodiment, the open-
ing (129) in the bag (123) is gradually enlarged as the
bag (123) is pushed over the puncturing portion (153)
and onto the shaft (103).
[0047] In an alternative embodiment, the opening
(129) does not enlarge significantly. In such an embod-
iment, as the bag (123) is pushed onto the spike (101),
the spike (101) the portion of the bag (123) forming the
hole (129) circumscribes the second shaft (133). When
the hole (129) reaches the truncated cone-shaped por-
tion (131), the material forming the hole (129) stretches
around the increasing circumference of the truncated
cone-shaped portion (131), but the hole (129) generally
does not tear or enlarge because of the elastic properties
of the material of the bag (123). This stretching in turn
generates tensile force exerted by the bag (123) material
on the portion of the spike (101) with which the hole (129)
is in contact, improving the watertight seal between the
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bag (123) and the spike (101). When the bag (123) has
been lowered into proper position unto the spike (101),
the material forming the hole (129) in the bag (123) is
stretched to about the circumstance of the shaft (103).
[0048] The chamber (135) is generally contained with-
in a supporting structure such a water cooler (300) as in
FIG. 3. The chamber (135) is generally internally sani-
tized and sterilized. In the depicted embodiments of FIGs.
1 and 3, the chamber (135) is connected to a dispensing
valve (143) through a dispensing channel (147). When
the dispensing value (143) is actuated, water flows out
of a spigot or similar dispensing structure. Because the
dispensing channel (147) is connected to the chamber
(135), the departure of liquid (137) from the dispensing
channel (147) in turn causes the liquid level (151) in the
chamber (135) to decrease.
[0049] As described elsewhere herein, the spike (101)
is positioned with respect to the chamber (135) such that
the ventral portion of the spike (101) below the gasket
(121) is generally within the interior portion of the cham-
ber (135), and the connection between the spike (101)
and chamber (135) is generally airtight and watertight.
The interior of the bag (123) is also generally sanitized
and sterilized. Thus, when the bag (123) is punctured,
the combination of the bag (123), spike (101), and cham-
ber (135) create a generally internally sealed, sanitary,
sterilized, airtight, and watertight system. In the depicted
embodiment, the dispensing enclosure (117) extends
further into the chamber (135) than does the venting en-
closure (119). This allows air (141) to be forced into the
venting enclosure (119) to maintain proper pressure with-
in the system (100), as described elsewhere herein. The
length of the enclosures (117 and 119) will generally be
such that both enclosures (117 and 119) terminate within
the chamber (135) and do not contact any interior surface
of the chamber (135), allowing fluid to ingress and/or
egress the channels (107 and 105) via the inlets (113
and 115).
[0050] The chamber (135) may be of any shape or size.
In an embodiment, a system for heating or cooling the
liquid in the chamber (135) is included, and the chamber
(135) will be sized and shaped to accommodate such a
system, and to hold a sufficient amount of cooled or heat-
ed liquid (137) to provide an adequate supply or cooled
and/or heated liquid for the particular environment in
which the device will be used.
[0051] In the depicted embodiment of FIG. 1, the liquid
channel (107) is larger in diameter than the airflow cham-
ber (105), and the flow rate for water (125) from the bag
(123) to the chamber (135) is higher than the flow rate
of air (141) from the chamber (135) to the bag (123). This
configuration both permits appropriate fluid flow within
the system aprevents "chugging," whereby water (125)
from the bag (123) drains into the chamber (135) in a
fitful, start-and-stop manner as the air pressure between
the bag (123) and chamber (135) rapidly oscillates be-
tween equalized and unequalized, which in turn causes
noise, vibration, and erratic dispensing behavior.

[0052] The liquid inlet (111) is generally closer to the
rigid gasket (122) than the top opening (109) for the air-
flow chamber (105) so that, among other things, more
water (125) in the bag (123) can flow into the chamber
(135). That is, once the water level (149) in the bag (123)
is below the liquid inlet (111), there will be no liquid (125)
in the bag (123) capable of entering the fluid flow chamber
(107) because the waterline (149) in the bag (123) is
below the opening (111). While some water (148) might
be splashed into the fluid flow chamber (107) through the
opening (111), such as by shaking or jostling the water
cooler (300), this is not preferred and may result in dam-
age to the system. Thus, to the extent that water (125)
remains in the bag (123) at a level (149) below that of
the liquid inlet (111), that water (125) is generally not able
to be dispensed by the system (100). At this point, the
bag (123) is effectively empty and should be replaced.
The closer that the liquid inlet (111) is to the rigid gasket
(121), the less the amount of wasted water (125) there
will be in the bag (123) when the bag (123) is effectively
empty.
[0053] The dispensation enclosure (117) generally ex-
tends further into the chamber (135), than the vent en-
closure (119), as illustrated in FIG. 1, although both en-
closures (117 and 119) are part of a single shaft. When
the bag (123) is initially punctured and situated such that
fluid flow out of the bag is encouraged by gravity, pres-
sure, or any other means, fluid (125) in the bag (123)
enters holes (111 and 109) in both channels (105 and
107). The chamber (135), closed at the spigot (143), fills
with fluid (137) released through both channels (107 and
109). However, it will generally occur primarily through
the dispensation channel (107) which is generally adapt-
ed to permit water flow more easily than does the venting
channel (105).
[0054] As liquid continues to flow from the bag (123)
into the chamber (135), the level (151) of liquid contained
in the chamber (135) continues to rise. Water (137) in
the chamber (135) will displace the air (141) in the cham-
ber (135), forcing the air (141) to seek escape from the
chamber (135). The only opening not effectively blocked
with water (137) is vent channel (105), which will result
in air (141) generally passing upward through channel
(105) and with some air passing through channel (107).
Fluid and air flow generally continues through both chan-
nels (105 and 07) until the liquid (137) in the chamber
(135) accumulates to the point of reaching the terminus
(113) of the dispensation channel (107) at which point
air (141) can no longer flow into dispensation channel
(107). As water will, however, continue to flow as there
is no vacuum in the bag (123), air (141) will be forced in
greater amount up the vent channel (105). Once the wa-
ter reaches the bottom of the vent channel (105), the air
(141) can no longer escape from chamber (135). At that
point, some air (141) remains in the chamber (135). Wa-
ter (137) will continue to flow into the chamber (135)
which will pressurize the air (141) remaining, which can-
not escape, as the water (137) level (151) in the chamber
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(135) continues to increase. Eventually, this pressure will
equal that exercised by gravity and external pressure on
the water (125) feeding the chamber (135), and water
flow will cease as the pressure equalizes.
[0055] Upon the puncturing of a sealed bag (123) by
the spike (101), the fluid path out of the chamber (135)
through the spike (101) has become sealed relative to
the ambient environment external to the system (100).
That is, after the puncturing of the bag (123), there is no
connection between the external environment and the
chamber (135). The vent channel (105) then becomes
the only passage through which to equalize the pressure
between the chamber (135) and vents air (141) into the
bag (123).
[0056] Thus, if the pressure in the chamber (135) is
less than the pressure exerted by the bag (123), liquid
continues to flow into the chamber (135). The pressure
in the chamber (135), however, begins to rise. Liquid
flows into the chamber (135) and the pressure in the
chamber (135) rises until the point where the pressure
in the chamber (135) equals the water pressure from the
bag (123). At this point, flow from the bag (123) into the
chamber (135) will stop as pressure equalizes.
[0057] Now with liquid (137) in the chamber (135), the
same liquid (137) can be dispensed through the dispens-
ing valve (143). When the dispensing valve (143) is
opened to allow liquid (137) to be dispensed from the
chamber (135), the water level (151) in the chamber (135)
decreases, until eventually the liquid level (151) in the
chamber (135) is lower than the inlet (115) of the vent
channel (105). During dispensing, the pressure in the
chamber (135) is reduced from the value at equilibrium
(no flow), thus allowing liquid (125) to again begin to flow
from the bag (123) into the chamber (135). So long as
the volume liquid flow through channels (105 and 107)
are less than the volume liquid flow through the dispens-
ing valve (143), the liquid level (151) in the chamber (135)
continues to decrease as the liquid (137) continues to be
dispensed. So long as the volume rate of flow out of the
dispensing valve (143) (i.e., out of the chamber (135)) is
greater than the combined volume rate of flow into the
chamber (135) through the dispensation channel (107),
the pressure in the chamber (135) will also continue to
decrease.
[0058] When the dispensing valve (143) is finally
closed, the reduced pressure in the chamber (135) will
add to the total force working to move liquid from the bag
(123) into the chamber (135). Not only will gravity be pull-
ing the liquid through the dispensation channel (107), but
also pressure external to the bag (123) will be pushing
the liquid (125) through the dispensation channel (107)
into the chamber (135). Such a chamber (135) in which
pressure is reduced during dispensing is beneficial to the
evacuation of liquid (125) from the bag (123) to the great-
est extent, since, in effect, the reduced pressure in the
chamber (135) results in a greater net force working to
push liquid (125) out of the bag (123). As stated above,
these forces will work to move liquid (125) from the bag

(123) into the chamber (135) until all forces are equili-
brated. In the event that the liquid (125) in the bag (123)
is exhausted, the vacuum in the chamber (135) will gen-
erally pull air (127) from the bag (123) into the chamber
(135), collapsing the bag (123) and draining any remain-
ing water into the dispensation channel (107).
[0059] In a case where a new bag (123) full of liquid
(125) is punctured by the spike (101), it is possible that
there will be a transient increase in pressure in the cham-
ber (135), especially if the bag (123) is dropped onto the
spike (101), as in the preferred embodiment.
[0060] While the invention has been disclosed in con-
nection with certain preferred embodiments, this should
not be taken as a limitation to all of the provided details.
Modifications and variations of the described embodi-
ments may be made without departing from the spirit and
scope of the invention, and other embodiments should
be understood to be encompassed in the present disclo-
sure as would be understood by those of ordinary skill in
the art.

Claims

1. A liquid dispensing apparatus (100; 300) comprising:

an enclosed chamber (135) having air therein;
and
a spike (101) for puncturing an outer wall of a
collapsible bag (123), said spike comprising:

a shaft (103) comprising a proximal end and
a distal end and an elongated body there-
between and having an outer surface;
a puncturing tip (159) at said distal end;
a first channel (105) internal to said shaft,
said first channel having a first fluid inlet
(109) on said puncturing tip (159), and a first
aperture (115) at said proximal end, where-
by fluid can flow through said first channel;
a second channel (107) internal to said
spike (101), said second channel being
noncontiguous with said first channel (105)
and having a second fluid inlet (111) on said
outer surface, and a second aperture (113)
at said proximal end, whereby fluid can flow
through said second channel;

characterized in that:

said second fluid inlet (111) is below said
first fluid inlet (109), said first aperture (115)
of said first channel (105) is disposed in said
enclosed chamber (135), said second ap-
erture (113) of said second channel (107)
is disposed in said enclosed chamber, and
said second aperture (113) is further from
said distal end than said first aperture (115).
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2. A system (100; 300) for dispensing a liquid from a
collapsible bag, the system comprising: a liquid dis-
pensing apparatus (100; 300) according to claim 1;
a collapsible bag (123) holding a liquid (125) therein;
the first fluid inlet (109) on said puncturing tip being
disposed in said collapsible bag (123).

3. The system as claimed in claim 2, wherein said punc-
turing tip (159) comprises:

a generally cone-shaped portion (131) having a
base and an opposing truncated tip, said base
being sized and shaped for attaching to said first
end of said shaft (103) and being attached to
said first end;
a puncturing shaft having two opposing ends
and an elongated body therebetween, a first end
of said two opposing ends being sized and
shaped to attach to said truncated tip and said
first end attached to said truncated tip, and a
second end of said two opposing ends being a
generally cone-shaped element sized and
shaped for puncturing said collapsible bag
(123).

4. The system as claimed in claim 3, wherein said punc-
turing shaft is generally cylindrical.

5. The system as claimed in claim 3, wherein said punc-
turing shaft is generally a polygonal prism.

6. The system as claimed in claim 5, wherein said punc-
turing shaft is generally a hexagonal prism.

7. The system as claimed in claim 2, wherein said shaft
is generally cylindrical.

8. The system as claimed in claim 2, wherein said shaft
is generally a polygonal prism.

9. The system as claimed in claim 8, wherein said shaft
is generally a hexagonal prism.

10. The system as claimed in claim 2, wherein: said shaft
(103) further comprises a generally cylindrical hollow
extension defining said first channel (105) and hav-
ing an aperture at each of two opposing ends allow-
ing fluid to flow through said extension, a first end of
said two opposing ends being attached to said shaft
(103) such that said aperture in said first end gener-
ally circumscribes said first fluid inlet (109).

11. A method for dispensing liquid from a collapsible bag
(123) containing liquid using a liquid dispensing ap-
paratus (100; 300) as claimed in claim 1, said method
comprising the steps of:

puncturing said collapsible bag (123) containing

liquid with said spike (101) such that liquid flows
from said collapsible bag into said enclosed
chamber (135) through said second channel
(107) and air flows from said enclosed chamber
(135) into said collapsible bag through said first
channel (105); and
dispensing liquid from said collapsible bag con-
taining liquid until equalization of pressure be-
tween the collapsible bag (123) and the en-
closed chamber (135).

12. The method as claimed in claim 11, said method
further comprising the steps of:

providing a dispensing valve (143) connected to
said enclosed chamber (135);
opening said dispensing valve to cause liquid to
flow from said enclosed chamber through said
dispensing valve and to cause liquid to flow from
said collapsible bag (123) containing liquid into
said enclosed chamber-.

Patentansprüche

1. Flüssigkeitsabgabgeapparat (100; 300), umfas-
send:

eine umschlossene Kammer (135), in der sich
Luft befindet; und
einen Dorn (101), um eine Außenwand eines
kollabierbaren Beutels (123) zu punktieren, wo-
bei der Dorn das Folgende umfasst:

einen Schaft (103), der ein proximales Ende
und ein distales Ende und dazwischen ei-
nen länglichen Körper umfasst und eine Au-
ßenoberfläche aufweist;
eine Punktionsspitze (159) an dem distalen
Ende;
einen ersten Kanal (105) innerhalb des
Schafts, wobei der erste Kanal an der Punk-
tionsspitze (159) einen ersten Fluideinlass
(109) und an dem proximalen Ende eine
erste Öffnung (115) aufweist, wodurch Fluid
durch den ersten Kanal strömen kann;
einen zweiten Kanal (107) innerhalb des
Dorns (101), wobei der zweite Kanal nicht
mit dem ersten Kanal (105) durchgängig ist
und an der Außenoberfläche einen zweiten
Fluideinlass (111) und an dem proximalen
Ende eine zweite Öffnung (113) aufweist,
wodurch Fluid durch den zweiten Kanal
strömen kann;
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass:
der zweite Fluideinlass (111) unter dem ers-
ten Fluideinlass (109) ist, die erste Öffnung
(115) des ersten Kanals (105) in der um-
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schlossenen Kammer (135) angeordnet ist,
die zweite Öffnung (113) des zweiten Ka-
nals (107) in der umschlossenen Kammer
angeordnet ist und die zweite Öffnung (113)
weiter von dem distalen Ende entfernt liegt
als die erste Öffnung (115).

2. System (100; 300) zum Abgeben von einer Flüssig-
keit aus einem kollabierbaren Beutel, wobei das Sys-
tem das Folgende umfasst:

einen Flüssigkeitsabgabgeapparat (100; 300)
nach Anspruch 1;
einen kollabierbaren Beutel (123), der darin eine
Flüssigkeit (125) enthält;
wobei der erste Fluideinlass (109) an der Punk-
tionsspitze in dem kollabierbaren Beutel (123)
angeordnet ist.

3. System nach Anspruch 2, wobei die Punktionsspitze
(159) das Folgende umfasst:

einem im Allgemeinen kegelförmigen Abschnitt
(131), der eine Basis und eine gegenüberliegen-
de abgestufte Spitze aufweist, wobei die Basis
in der Größe für die Befestigung an dem ersten
Ende des Schafts (103) bemessen und geformt
ist und an dem ersten Ende befestigt ist;
einen Punktionsschaft, der zwei gegenüberlie-
gende Enden und dazwischen einen länglichen
Körper aufweist, wobei ein erstes Ende von den
zwei gegenüberliegenden Enden in der Größe
für eine Befestigung an der abgestumpften Spit-
ze bemessen und geformt ist und das erste En-
de an der abgestumpften Spitze befestigt ist und
wobei ein zweites Ende von den zwei gegenü-
berliegenden Enden ein im Allgemeinen kegel-
förmiges Element ist, das in der Größe für eine
Punktierung des kollabieren Beutels (123) be-
messen und geformt ist.

4. System nach Anspruch 3, wobei der Punktionsschaft
im Allgemeinen zylindrisch ist.

5. System nach Anspruch 3, wobei der Punktionsschaft
im Allgemeinen ein polygonales Prisma ist.

6. System nach Anspruch 5, wobei der Punktionsschaft
im Allgemeinen ein hexagonales Prisma ist.

7. System nach Anspruch 2, wobei der Schaft im All-
gemeinen zylindrisch ist.

8. System nach Anspruch 2, wobei der Schaft im All-
gemeinen ein polygonales Prisma ist.

9. System nach Anspruch 8, wobei der Schaft im All-
gemeinen ein hexagonales Prisma ist.

10. System nach Anspruch 2, wobei:
der Schaft (103) ferner eine im Allgemeinen zylind-
rische hohle Verlängerung umfasst, die einen ersten
Kanal (105) definiert und an jedem von zwei gegen-
überliegenden Enden eine Öffnung aufweist, wo-
durch es einem Fluid ermöglicht wird, durch die Ver-
längerung zu strömen, wobei ein erstes Ende von
den zwei gegenüberliegenden Enden an dem Schaft
(103) befestigt ist, so dass die Öffnung in dem ersten
Ende im Allgemeinen den ersten Fluideinlass (109)
begrenzt.

11. Verfahren zum Abgeben von einer Flüssigkeit aus
einem kollabierbaren Beutel (123), der Flüssigkeit
enthält, wobei ein Flüssigkeitsabgabgeapparat
(100; 300) nach Anspruch 1 verwendet wird, wobei
das Verfahren die folgenden Schritte umfasst:

Punktieren von dem kollabierbaren Beutel
(123), der eine Flüssigkeit enthält, mit dem Dorn
(101), so dass Flüssigkeit aus dem kollabierba-
ren Beutel durch den zweiten Kanal (107) in die
umschlossene Kammer (135) strömt und Luft
aus der umschlossenen Kammer (135) durch
den ersten Kanal (105) in dem kollabierbaren
Beutel strömt; und
Abgeben von Flüssigkeit aus dem kollabierba-
ren Beutel, der Flüssigkeit enthält, bis zwischen
dem kollabierbaren Beutel (123) und der um-
schlossenen Kammer (135) ein Druckausgleich
stattgefunden hat.

12. Verfahren nach Anspruch 11, wobei das Verfahren
ferner die folgenden Schritte umfasst:

Bereitstellen von einem Abgabeventil (143), das
mit der umschlossenen Kammer (135) verbun-
den ist;
Öffnen von dem Abgabeventil, um Flüssigkeit
zu veranlassen, aus der umschlossenen Kam-
mer durch das Abgabeventil zu strömen, und
um Flüssigkeit zu veranlassen, aus dem kolla-
bierbaren Beutel (123), der Flüssigkeit enthält,
in die umschlossene Kammer zu strömen.

Revendications

1. Appareil de distribution de liquide (100 ; 300)
comprenant :

une chambre close (135) renfermant de l’air ; et
une pointe (101) destinée à perforer une paroi
externe d’un sac pliable (123), ladite pointe
comprenant :

un arbre (103) comprenant une extrémité
proximale et une extrémité distale et un
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corps allongé entre elles et ayant une sur-
face externe ;
un embout de perforation (159) au niveau
de ladite extrémité distale ;
un premier canal (105) interne audit arbre,
ledit premier canal ayant une première en-
trée de fluide (109) sur ledit embout de per-
foration (159), et une première ouverture
(115) au niveau de ladite extrémité proxi-
male, moyennant quoi un fluide peut
s’écouler à travers ledit premier canal ;
un second canal (107) interne à ladite pointe
(101), ledit second canal étant non contigu
avec ledit premier canal (105) et ayant une
seconde entrée de fluide (111) sur ladite
surface externe, et une seconde ouverture
(113) au niveau de ladite extrémité proxi-
male, moyennant quoi un fluide peut
s’écouler à travers ledit second canal ;
caractérisé en ce que :
ladite seconde entrée de fluide (111) est
sous ladite première entrée de fluide (109),
ladite première ouverture (115) dudit pre-
mier canal (105) est disposée dans ladite
chambre close (135), ladite seconde ouver-
ture (113) dudit second canal (107) est dis-
posée dans ladite chambre close, et ladite
seconde ouverture (113) est plus éloignée
de ladite extrémité distale que ladite pre-
mière ouverture (115).

2. Système (100 ; 300) de distribution d’un liquide à
partir d’un sac pliable, le système comprenant :

un appareil de distribution de liquide (100 ; 300)
selon la revendication 1 ;
un sac pliable (123) y contenant un liquide
(125) ;
la première entrée de fluide (109) sur ledit em-
bout de perforation étant disposée dans ledit sac
pliable (123).

3. Système selon la revendication 2, dans lequel ledit
embout de perforation (159) comprend :

une portion en forme générale de cône (131)
ayant une base et un embout tronqué opposé,
ladite base étant dimensionnée et conformée
pour se fixer à ladite première extrémité dudit
arbre (103) et être fixée à ladite première
extrémité ;
un arbre de perforation ayant deux extrémités
opposées et un corps allongé entre elles, une
première extrémité desdites deux extrémités
opposées étant dimensionnée et conformée
pour se fixer audit embout tronqué et ladite pre-
mière extrémité fixée audit embout tronqué, et
une seconde extrémité desdites deux extrémi-

tés opposées étant un élément en forme géné-
rale de cône dimensionné et conformé pour per-
forer ledit sac pliable (123).

4. Système selon la revendication 3, dans lequel ledit
arbre de perforation est généralement cylindrique.

5. Système selon la revendication 3, dans lequel ledit
arbre de perforation est généralement un prisme po-
lygonal.

6. Système selon la revendication 5, dans lequel ledit
arbre de perforation est généralement un prisme
hexagonal.

7. Système selon la revendication 2, dans lequel ledit
arbre est généralement cylindrique.

8. Système selon la revendication 2, dans lequel ledit
arbre est généralement un prisme polygonal.

9. Système selon la revendication 8, dans lequel ledit
arbre est généralement un prisme hexagonal.

10. Système selon la revendication 2, dans lequel :

ledit arbre (103) comprend en outre une exten-
sion creuse généralement cylindrique définis-
sant ledit premier canal (105) et ayant une
ouverture à chacune des deux extrémités oppo-
sées permettant à un fluide de s’écouler à tra-
vers ladite extension, une première extrémité
desdites deux extrémités opposées étant fixée
audit arbre (103) de telle sorte que ladite ouver-
ture dans ladite première extrémité circonscrive
généralement ladite première entrée de fluide
(109).

11. Procédé de distribution de liquide à partir d’un sac
pliable (123) contenant un liquide à l’aide d’un ap-
pareil de distribution de liquide (100 ; 300) tel que
revendiqué dans la revendication 1, ledit procédé
comprenant les étapes de :

perforation dudit sac pliable (123) contenant un
liquide avec ladite pointe (101) de telle sorte
qu’un liquide s’écoule depuis ledit sac pliable
dans ladite chambre close (135) à travers ledit
second canal (107) et que de l’air s’écoule de
ladite chambre close (135) dans ledit sac pliable
à travers ledit premier canal (105) ; et
distribution de liquide à partir dudit sac pliable
contenant un liquide jusqu’à égalisation de la
pression entre le sac pliable (123) et la chambre
close (135).

12. Procédé selon la revendication 11, ledit procédé
comprenant en outre les étapes de :
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fourniture d’une vanne de distribution (143) rac-
cordée à ladite chambre close (135) ;
ouverture de ladite vanne de distribution pour
amener un liquide à s’écouler de ladite chambre
close à travers ladite vanne de distribution et
pour amener le liquide à s’écouler dudit sac plia-
ble (123) contenant un liquide dans ladite cham-
bre close.
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